Press release

VDMA offers companies a platform for LNG / Gas / Power-to-X / E-fuels at leading trade fair

Lectures & German / European Pavilion at GASTECH Barcelona in September 2018 - register now!

Frankfurt, November 2017 - For the fourth time now, the VDMA will be organizing a platform for high-tech suppliers at the GASTECH trade fair for the latest LNG / gas / hydrogen and Power-to-X solutions.

The VDMA LNG & Gas Technology Excellence Forum addresses solutions for the entire gas infrastructure (upstream, midstream, downstream) as well as for the connection of gas and renewable energies. Likewise, storage solutions for the electricity, heat and mobility market are presented. This also includes LNG and alternative fuels, for example for shipping and heavy goods traffic.

More than 700 exhibitors from over 90 countries are expected at the GASTECH 2018 again. At the event, which will take place in Barcelona from 17 to 20 September 2018, the VDMA will be offering a European Pavilion in addition to a German one, as the VDMA, Europe’s largest engineering and machinery association, now also counts European members. In addition to German oil & gas technology manufacturers, these are in particular companies from Switzerland, Austria and neighboring Benelux countries.

Just over a year before the fair, more than 35 German companies have confirmed their participation in the GASTECH 2018. These include well-known manufacturers such as Linde Engineering, TGE Gas Engineering, TGE Marine Gas Engineering, UNIPER, RWE, MAN Turbo & Diesel, Dresser Rand / Siemens, Neuman & Esser, Henkel AG, SVT, Rembe, Arta, Leser, Atlas Copco, Kaeser Kompressoren, AUMA Riester, Herose, Protego, Mehrer and Samson.
The German & European Pavilion is an initiative of the VDMA in cooperation with the VDMA Association for Process Plant and Equipment, the VDMA Forum Process Technology and other VDMA trade associations. The initiative takes place in cooperation with GzF Expo-Management mbH, which is responsible for the organization. If you are interested, please contact Mr. Robert Hruby (+49 (0) 69-6603-1284, robert.hruby@vdma.org).

Information on the German & European Pavilion can be found at:

vtma.vdma.org/Messen
http://gzf-expo.de

Do you have any more questions? Ragnar Strauch, VDMA Process Plant and Equipment, Phone 069 6603 1393, E.Mail ragnar.strauch@vdma.org, answers gladly.